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With Cristie RBMR you can protect critical servers from the consequences of failure 

or disaster by recovering them directly from your Rubrik backups. Recover your 

protected servers, including operating systems, applications, user configuration 
and data, to any point in time provided by Rubrik. RBMR is managed through the 

Cristie Virtual Appliance (VA)

Flexible recovery targets

With our unique dissimilar environment 

technology you can recover to any 

physical, virtual or cloud target.

Recommended solution

RBMR is a recommended recovery 

solution for Rubrik and provided 

through approved channel partners.

Identical Systems

Recover entire workloads including OS, 

applications, data and configuration 
information. With automation you can 

recover multiple systems from a single 

interface.

How it works

RBMR allows you to perform a complete bare 

machine recovery of your system direct from a 

Rubrik backup. It also provides recovery assurance 

as the software can be scheduled to run through 

a complete recovery process. This fully automates 

the creation of the recovered machine and then 

runs test scripts to verify integrity and functionality. 

Schedules can be set up months in advance and 

planned so that the entire server infrastructure is 

tested over the course of the desired time frame. 

The recovery machines are held in an isolated 

network and can be released after every simulation 

so that storage is not permanently required. Detailed 

reporting highlights any problems encountered and 

provides an audit trail of successful results.

Intuitive interface and workflow
Perform a recovery by following this simple process:

1. Install RBMR on the client system to be protected.

2. License the software using a trial or full license. 

The software will then gather configuration 
parameters, including details about disk sizing, 

operating system, storage controllers, network 

adapters and network settings.

Some of these details can be tailored.

3. Perform a standard Rubrik backup.

4. Boot the recovery environment on the target 

system and monitor the automated restore process.
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For the latest product support details please visit 

www.cristie.com/products/rbmr/

System Requirements

Pricing

FREE 30-day trial download

To request a live demo or a FREE trial, visit 

www.cristie.com/free-trial/

RBMR requires one license per system it 

protects and includes 12 months’ free support & 

maintenance

Licensing

For pricing, contact sales@cristie.com

Operating Systems

Platforms

Cloud
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